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Public access to spatial data on private-land conservation

Adena R. Rissman, Jessica Owley, Andrew W. L’Roe, Amy Wilson Morris, and Chloe B. Wardropper

ABSTRACT. Information is critical for environmental governance. The rise of digital mapping has the potential to advance private-land conservation by assisting with conservation planning, monitoring, evaluation, and accountability. However, privacy concerns from private landowners and the capacity of conservation entities can influence efforts to track spatial data. We examine public access to geospatial data on conserved private lands and the reasons data are available or unavailable. We conduct a qualitative comparative case study based on analysis of maps, documents, and interviews. We compare four conservation programs involving different conservation tools: conservation easements (the growing but incomplete National Conservation Easement Database), regulatory mitigation (gaps in tracking U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s endangered species habitat mitigation), contract payments (lack of spatial data on U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Conservation Reserve Program due to Farm Bill restrictions), and property-tax incentives (online mapping of Wisconsin’s managed forest tax program). These cases illuminate the capacity and privacy reasons for current incomplete or inaccessible spatial data and the politics of mapping private land. If geospatial data are to contribute fully to planning, evaluation, and accountability, we recommend improving information system capacity, enhancing learning networks, and reducing legal and administrative barriers to information access, while balancing the right to information and the right to privacy.
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INTRODUCTION

Reliable and accessible information is necessary for effective environmental governance (Cash et al. 2006, Lemos and Agrawal 2006, Doremus 2008), including the governance of private lands (Morris and Rissman 2010, Owley 2015). The rapid spread of Geographic Information Systems and web-based maps have expanded opportunities for tracking spatial information relevant to conservation (Kearns et al. 2003). Yet information in the era of big data also entails potential risks, including the loss of privacy for landowners working with conservation entities such as government agencies and nonprofit organizations (Brin 1999). The right to information and the right to privacy are two “vital democratic values” that sometimes conflict (Halstuk and Chamberlin 2006). We focus on geospatial data related to private-land conservation, which has become a contested arena in which the tension between privacy and transparency are shaping and limiting public access to maps of conserved lands. By geospatial, we mean data that has a locational (geographical) component; we are particularly interested in digital geospatial data. Conservation on private lands has grown rapidly and represents a substantial public investment (Morris 2008, Chang 2011). Despite technological advances that have enabled collection of extensive spatial data relevant to conservation, mapping of conservation actions on private lands has lagged behind mapping of protected areas in government ownership (Olmsted 2011, Baldwin and Leonard 2015). The reasons for incomplete, fragmented, or inaccessible spatial data on private-land conservation reflect the complicated politics of public information regarding private lands and the extensive capacity requirements for maintaining geospatial data.

Private-land conservation includes formal or informal approaches to conserving habitats, natural resources, recreation opportunities, open space (undeveloped land), or other conservation purposes on lands owned by private individuals, groups, or corporations. Private landowners are key decision makers for the lands they own, subject to existing land-use laws and other interests in the property. Most private-land conservation programs rely on voluntary enrollment (Bromley and Hodge 1990) although agreements and funding can originate from regulatory requirements. Government agencies and nonprofit land trusts play key roles in conserving privately owned land through conservation easements, cost-sharing, short-term agreements, leases, tax incentives, deed restrictions, regulations, and educational outreach to alter the behavior of private landowners (Doremus 2003).

We focus on geospatial data on the locations of four conservation tools: conservation easements, tax incentives, contract payments, and regulatory mitigation. Conservation easements are agreements between landowners and conservation easement holders (hereafter, “holders”) in which landowners agree to restrictions on land use to achieve conservation purposes in exchange for payment, tax benefits, or development permits (Owley and Rissman 2016). Because they are property interests, conservation easements are publicly recorded along with other land records. Short-term agreements like cost-sharing and preferential property tax programs can be structured in several ways, including as contracts or permits. Incentive programs can be, but are not always, recorded as property interests, with enrollment periods of 1 to 50 years and varied penalties for early withdrawal (Hibbard et al. 2003). Private landowners and conservation organizations have a strong incentive to record property interests at local offices to prevent loss of those interests. Regulatory mitigation or exaction mandates the establishment of conservation agreements through the enforcement of legal requirements, in exchange for the right to destroy habitat, fill wetlands, or obtain zoning variances (Owley 2006).
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Private-land conservation has grown rapidly. For instance, conservation easements held by local and state land trusts in the United States grew nearly fourfold between 2000 and 2010. However, the availability of maps of conserved land has lagged behind the rapid growth of digital mapping technologies. Building on prior research, we conceptualize geospatial information on private-land conservation in a broad social and environmental context (Fig. 1). Conservation agreements between landowners and conservation entities are intended to change landowner behavior in ways that improve environmental conditions (Rissman and Sayre 2012). Information about conservation agreements, behavior, and environments may be integrated through geospatial analysis and used by diverse actors.

Fig. 1. Conceptual framework for the role of spatial information in private-land conservation (modified from Rissman and Sayre 2012 with the addition of geospatial information). The underlying theory of change is that conservation agreements (policy outputs) change landowner behavior, which changes environmental conditions (environmental outcome), compared to what would have occurred without the conservation agreement. The green box surrounds the focus of this paper’s four case studies: maps and attributes of conservation agreements.

Information availability creates opportunities as well as concerns. Opportunities include the many ways that maps of conservation efforts on private lands can facilitate conservation planning, monitoring, and evaluation. Systematic conservation planning requires an understanding of what lands are already protected, and what the characteristics of those lands are, to invest efficiently in future conservation efforts (Margules and Pressey 2000, Rissman and Merenlender 2008). Spatial data can facilitate conserved area stewardship, including monitoring and enforcement of conservation agreements (Rissman and Butsic 2011). Maps of conservation programs can enable monitoring by multiple parties, including researchers, funders, neighbors, and government and nongovernmental conservation organizations (King and Fairfax 2006, Williams et al. 2006, Resource Renewal Institute 2015). Finally, spatial data are necessary for evaluating the effectiveness of conservation efforts (Byrd et al. 2009, Pocewicz et al. 2011).

Another rationale for tracking geospatial data is that it provides accountability for the public investment, involvement, and mitigation trade-offs that generate private-land conservation. Claassen (2014) reported that the 2014-2018 Farm Bill was set to offer US$375 million annually in funding for the purchase and maintenance of conservation easements (down from the more than US$710 million offered annually through the 2008-2012 Farm Bill). From 2008 to 2012, individuals claimed US$4.5 billion in federal income tax deductions for donating conservation easements, for a total federal revenue loss of up to US$1.6 billion (Liddell and Wilson 2008-2012). State tax programs that incentivize forest management and agriculture shift taxes to other property owners. The public investment is also high when lands are conserved as mitigation in exchange for the right to fill wetlands, take endangered species habitat, build in coastal areas, or conduct otherwise restricted actions (Owle 2006).

However, concerns about sharing spatial data on private-land conservation come from both landowners and conservation entities (Olmsted 2011). Conservation entities may not provide public access to information for several reasons including landowners’ privacy concerns, capacity, legal restrictions, concerns about anticonservation use of the information, concerns about liability, or a preference for limiting public involvement. Landowner privacy concerns are salient to organizations because willing landowners make decisions about conservation adoption, land management, donations to conservation organizations, and political support for conservation (Rissman and Sayre 2012). Privacy is an important value for many landowners. In Maine, landowners rated privacy as an important to very important reason to own land, regardless of their perspective on environmental conservation (Janssuwicz et al. 2013). A related landowner concern is that the release of spatial data may encourage trespassing or unlawful use of private property (Olmsted 2011). Trespassing and vandalism are among the top four concerns of private woodland owners (USFS 2015). Public access to maps of protected areas is essential for enabling recreation, but, in most states, only a minority of conserved private lands allow public recreation (NCED 2015a). Public recreation is a concern for many landowners who may be worried about privacy, trespassing, and vandalism (Butler et al. 2010, Snyder and Butler 2012). Olmsted (2011) notes a concern that public availability of spatial or locational data on a conservation easement may appear as permission for access to members of the general public.

Another landowner concern is that the accessibility of spatial data on their property will result in increased monitoring and restrictions on their behavior. In a survey of Iowa farmers, 30% felt that collection of remotely sensed imagery for monitoring was an invasion of privacy (Arbuckle 2013). There is a disincentive for private landowners to allow data collection on their land because landowners may perceive that data collection may result in restrictions on land use through avenues such as the Endangered Species Act (ESA; Polasky et al. 1997). Even when endangered species do not exist on a property, mistakes in data collection or aggregation can sometimes negatively impact landowners (Huff 2015).

Aside from landowners, some conservation entities have concerns about making spatial data more readily available. Conservation entities may be concerned that public access to information would negatively impact the security of conservation values because trespassers might collect rare species or loot cultural resources (Wild et al. 2008). Conservation entities may also prefer to avoid
Table 1. Characteristics of the four private-land conservation cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What conservation instrument is used?</th>
<th>Regulatory mitigation, resulting in habitat conservation</th>
<th>Contract payments</th>
<th>Property-tax incentives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conservation easements</td>
<td>Federal government</td>
<td>Federal government</td>
<td>State government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What type of organization is it?</td>
<td>USFWS</td>
<td>USDA Farm Service Agency implements; USDA Natural Resources Conservation Services develops conservation plans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonprofit organization</td>
<td>Federal government</td>
<td>Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) - Managed Forest Law (MFL)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What is the primary conservation organization?</td>
<td>The Trust for Public Land and Ducks Unlimited aggregate data from thousands of conservation easement holders</td>
<td>USFWS</td>
<td>WDNR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural habitat; open space; water quality; public recreation</td>
<td>Biodiversity protection; natural habitats; ecosystem protection</td>
<td>Marginal land protection to enhance water quality, flood control, prairies, trees, wildlife, and wetlands</td>
<td>Regular timber production from private forests, water quality and soil conservation, public recreation access</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What public benefits are provided?</td>
<td>Public federal expenditures for CRP in 2014 estimated at US$2.05 million</td>
<td>State pays US$0.20 per acre to municipalities; 80-95% tax reduction shifted to other properties</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What does the public pay or lose for private-land conservation?</td>
<td>Millions $ per year paid through federal, state, and local grants, and lost tax revenue</td>
<td>Habitat losses due to development are mitigated through land conservation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

External scrutiny from the media, funders, Congress, or Internal Revenue Service. However many conservation entities have shared geospatial data, and a remaining barrier is that some lack the technical and financial capacity to digitize property boundaries and make datasets available.

Capacity and the tensions between privacy and transparency shape conservation programs and access to information about those programs. We compare four private-land conservation programs in the United States involving conservation easements, contract payments, property tax incentives, and regulatory mitigation. These cases have a range of spatial data completeness and availability to the public. So far, little research has examined why some conservation efforts have more spatial data available than others. Specifically, we asked the following:

1. How available are spatial data on the locations of conserved lands?
2. Why do these private-land conservation programs vary in the level of spatial data available to the public?
3. What are the implications of spatial data (un)availability about these programs for key actors?

We discuss how findings from these cases can influence the development of geospatial data access on private-land conservation.

METHODS
We compared four cases to document the reasons the public can or cannot access spatial information on private-land conservation, and how that matters for relevant actors in each case. Our research questions and conceptual framework figure were influenced by background key informant interviews conducted between 2006 and 2009 by coauthor A. Morris with 86 land trust or government conservation program employees that included questions on public access to information about private-land conservation with an emphasis on conservation easements. We do not quote from these semistructured background interviews.

We selected four case studies to showcase prominent examples of private-land conservation policy instruments: conservation easements, contract payments, property-tax incentives, and regulatory mitigation (Table 1). The National Conservation Easement Database (NCED) is the largest compilation of spatial data on the conservation easements held by thousands of land trusts and government agencies. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s (USFWS) species habitat mitigation under the ESA is one of the most prominent examples of regulatory mitigation that results in conserved private lands. The U.S. Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) is the largest source of contract or cost-sharing payments in the United States. The Wisconsin Managed Forest Law is considered among the most effective state property tax programs in the United States (Ma et al. 2014). The four cases include diverse conservation organizations, including two federal agencies, one state agency, and one multiorganization database with both nonprofit and government organizations. The cases varied in whether conservation organizations had compiled geospatial data, whether those data were available to the public, and whether data became more or less accessible to the public since the year 2000.
For each case study, we triangulated among multiple methods to answer our research questions. Coauthors were selected to contribute cases that represented important examples of spatial data access for each conservation instrument (conservation easements, contract payments, property-tax incentives, and regulatory mitigation). The authors have been researching each of the four private-land conservation programs for at least three years and have previously published spatial targeting, spatial planning, and policy and legal analyses on spatial data about each of the programs (Rissman and Merenlender 2008, Morris and Rissman 2010, Owley 2015, Wardropper et al. 2015, Owley and Rissman 2016, L’Roe and Rissman 2017). To answer the first research question on what spatial data are publicly available, we requested or downloaded available spatial data into a Geographic Information System for all four cases. Some aggregate GIS data on conserved private lands were available to download for three cases—conservation easements (NCED), contract payments (CRP), and property-tax incentives (MFL)—but not the regulatory mitigation (ESA) case (NCED 2015a, USDA 2016, WDNR 2016). For the MFL case, point data were available by download (WDNR 2016) while polygon data were available by request. We examined whether data were complete, publicly available, and at what spatial resolution.

To answer the second question on the reasons for varying levels of data availability and the implications for relevant actors, we conducted online searches, examined the text of relevant policies and laws, and examined news articles to understand stakeholder views on data access. We conducted semistructured interviews for each case to determine the reasons that data were or were not publicly available, and what the implications were for relevant actors. We started by contacting the primary staff person responsible for the program and its spatial data, and conducted snowball sampling to obtain contact information for other interviewees. For the NCED case, we conducted 11 phone interviews with NCED developers, land trusts, and government agency easement holders. In the ESA case, we conducted two phone interviews, communicated with six national and regional coordinators responsible for GIS and the species mitigation program by email, and contacted five California USFWS offices in person or by phone. For the MFL case, we conducted three phone interviews with current and former WDNR employees involved with the tax incentive program. For the CRP case, we conducted three phone interviews and one email interview with current or former NCRS, other USDA, University Extension, and Soil and Water Conservation District employees. We also interviewed one representative from a private landowner organization by phone. Interview transcripts were analyzed for key themes, and representative quotes were selected for each primary reason that spatial data were or were not publicly accessible.

CASE STUDIES

Conservation easements: National Conservation Easement Database (NCED)

NCED is a spatial database of conservation easements in the United States, including conservation easements held by private nonprofits, government agencies, and tribes. Conservation easements are held by thousands of organizations, including most of the 1700 land trusts in the United States (Chang 2011) as well as hundreds of local and state governments and several federal agencies. Conservation easements are often perpetual, passing from one landowner to the next. Conservation easements likely represent a significant portion of current land conservation efforts (Cheever and Owley 2015) yet access to the information regarding these properties is inconsistent.

NCED was established in 2009 and is managed by nonprofit organizations, mainly Ducks Unlimited and The Trust for Public Land. The database includes maps of conservation easements, reason for the creation of each conservation easement, date of conservation easement establishment, gap level (the level of habitat or biodiversity conservation), holder type, and landowner type. The goal is for NCED and the Protected Areas Database for the U.S. (PAD-US) together to provide a complete protected areas dataset for the United States. Prior to NCED, there was no comprehensive national effort to map and track conservation easements, though some states aggregated conservation easement data and the Conservation Almanac tracked and mapped public agency conservation easements. NCED funding has been about 75% from private sources such as the U.S. Endowment for Forestry and Communities and 25% from public sources such as federal land management and scientific agencies.

Regulatory mitigation: U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) habitat mitigation under the U.S. Endangered Species Act (ESA)

Permanent conservation of endangered species habitat is one of the primary mechanisms used to mitigate impacts to listed species under the ESA. The permanence of this preservation is central to any argument that it effectively reduces harm to a species. Unfortunately, it is difficult to access spatial data for habitat mitigation lands and, therefore, difficult to determine whether these protected lands are meeting conservation purposes.

The ESA seeks to slow the extinction rate of fish, wildlife, and plant species and the destruction of their habitats. Generally, the act accomplishes these goals by identifying (and then listing) species as threatened or endangered (§4b) and then both creating recovery plans for those species (§4f) and preventing destruction of listed species and their habitat (§7 and §9). Because section 9 prohibits the taking of any listed species where take is defined to include physical harm to individuals as well as destruction of habitat in a way that causes harm to individuals, the Act imposes strict limitations on development (50 C.F.R. § 17.3; Doremus 2003). Worried that the take prohibition would prevent desirable development, Congress added section 10 in 1982. Section 10 allows takes of listed species where the taking is incidental to an otherwise lawful activity, e.g., a new hospital building might kill endangered flies or destroy their habitat. In exchange for a permit allowing take, section 10 requires that developers mitigate for harm caused. Permit applicants must submit a Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP) that outlines, inter alia, the mitigation program. The HCP then becomes part of the permit and compliance with it is mandatory. Successful mitigation is vital for continued existence of impacted species. In nearly every case, the mitigation includes protecting habitat. The preservation plans often include conservation easements, but may also include deed restrictions or transfer of title to a conservation organization or local government (Owley 2015).
Contract payments: U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) - Conservation Reserve Program (CRP)
CRP is a cost-share and rental payment program that incentivizes farmers to convert environmentally sensitive land from agricultural production to vegetative cover. CRP was authorized by the Food Security Act of 1985 and is administered by the USDA’s Farm Service Agency, with consultation and management planning by the USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS). The primary purposes of this program are to conserve soil, protect water quality by preventing runoff, and provide long-term wildlife habitat. The conservation mechanism is a 10–15 year voluntary contract in which USDA pays landowners to maintain vegetative cover rather than crops; the payment rate is specific to each county, based on soil productivity and average rent per acre.

Property-tax incentive: Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) - Managed Forest Law (MFL)
Every U.S. state supports private forest land ownership and management by reducing annual property taxes for participating forest landowners (Hibbard et al. 2003). Wisconsin’s MFL and preceding Forest Crop Law (FCL) are considered among the most effective state programs in protecting forests highly susceptible to development (Ma et al. 2014). Both MFL and FCL tax incentive programs are administered by the WDNR primarily to encourage timber production and sound forestry practices on private lands (Rickenbach et al. 2005), with a growing recognition of nontimber public benefits (Locke and Rissman 2012) including the provision of public recreational access. Public access for hunting and fishing was available on all lands enrolled in the FCL program from 1927 to 1985. Since 1987, the MFL program has allowed landowners to select whether to open their land for public outdoor activities including hunting, fishing, hiking, sight-seeing, and skiing for an additional tax reduction. In 2016, public recreation access was allowed on 18% of forest land (199,100 open hectares) enrolled by small landowners (those with under 404 hectares), compared to 97% of land (289,300 open hectares) enrolled by large landowners. Recreationalists are not required to get permission from enrolled landowners before accessing land, though it is strongly encouraged.

RESULTS
Accessibility of private-land conservation records
Public access to spatial data varied across the four private-land conservation cases we examined (Table 2). The thousands of conservation-easement-holding organizations are beginning to fill in the NCED map. USFWS does not have consistent spatial records on HCPs and lands conserved through habitat mitigation. Both the CRP and the MFL cases have complete spatial data internally, but only MFL provides all its data by request in GIS format and provides data on lands open to recreation in an online portal. CRP spatial data sharing is restricted by law.

Conservation easements (NCED)
Only an estimated 55% of known conservation easement lands have been mapped, on 9.5 of 16.2 million hectares; 16.2 million hectares is a conservative estimate of the total area under conservation easement (NCED 2014). Among those conservation easements mapped in NCED, 93% of the spatial boundaries of the conservation easement properties were available for public download, 5% had spatial data withheld from public and 2% had spatial data viewable online but not available for download in 2015. The hundreds of land trusts and governments that did not contribute spatial data to NCED may face capacity barriers in producing digital maps, may not have been contacted to contribute, or may have concerns about releasing information on private lands. Unlike the PAD-US, which is housed in the U.S. Geological Survey, NCED is not subject to the Freedom of Information Act (NCED 2015b).

Regulatory mitigation (ESA)
The USFWS does not maintain a geospatial database of properties conserved as a result of HCP mitigation. It is challenging to determine the location of conserved land or

Table 2. Public access to spatial data varied across four private-land conservation cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Are spatial data complete?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are property-level digital maps publicly available?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partially</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Partially</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What spatial data are publicly available?</td>
<td>Large variation in data; plans may have parcel data, parcel-type descriptions, or no parcel-level information. Maps rarely in digital format</td>
<td>More than 10.1 million hectares enrolled in CRP in 2014, but only summary statistics aggregated at county level are publicly available as of 2008</td>
<td>Over 0.4 million hectares allowing recreational activities listed online by county and in online map; land closed to public recreational access is not viewable online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who decides level of spatial data?</td>
<td>Primarily the conservation easement holders</td>
<td>National and local USFWS offices, with permittees</td>
<td>2008 Farm Bill, Section 1619</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

https://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol22/iss2/art24/
mitigation projects associated with the 809 HCPs or HCP amendments as of 2016. USFWS does not hold the conservation easements protecting HCP mitigation lands and does not have a list of the nonprofit and government agencies holding conservation mitigation lands. It would be a Herculean feat even to determine how many hectares of private land are encumbered with conservation easements or deed restrictions associated with the ESA. The nonprofit or government holders of mitigation lands may have contributed spatial data to NCED or PAD-US, but there is no way to connect maps of those owned lands to HCP mitigation. The USFWS does not have a uniform approach to providing or recording mitigation projects. The agency maintains a website of projects, Environmental Conservation Online System (ECOS), but very few of the project entries contain information about mitigation. A new data standard has been developed to map planning area boundaries but not the preserved or impacted/take lands (USFWS 2016). Some records contain maps identifying potential or proposed mitigation lands, but where maps are included, they are PDFs rather than shapefiles, and the parcels are not always easily locatable. Moreover, they may not represent the final sites of mitigation projects. There is no requirement that USFWS compile spatial data regarding mitigation land, let alone make it available to the public. At least one local California USFWS office has been requiring applicants (developers) to submit GIS files of the HCP boundaries and conserved and impacted/take lands.

In a study of endangered species mitigation plans in California, Owley (2015) found that it was often challenging to learn the basics of the mitigation plans. In some cases, it was not possible to locate the mitigation sites after contacting the USFWS office, while other offices had paper records of spatial and descriptive data available. In other cases, the mitigation locations were discoverable, but obtaining the conservation agreements with information on land-use restrictions required an in-person visit to a county land recorder’s office where the materials were sometimes still difficult and expensive to locate (Morris and Rissman 2010, Owley 2015).

**Contract payments (CRP)**

The USDA Economic Research Service collects and reports data on CRP enrollment aggregated by county, available on its website for public download as text and geospatial files, and with an online mapping tool (USDA 2016). CRP data include year of enrollment, acres enrolled, payments per enrolled acre, and date of contract expiration. USDA maintains farm field-level GIS data but they are not publicly available. However, CRP data at the property level were available for 2007.

The 2008 version of the Farm Bill, the primary funding source for soil, water, rangeland, and forest conservation, eliminated public access to parcel-level data about lands enrolled in CRP (Steinzor and Huang 2012). Since then, data on CRP have been aggregated at the county level; the public is not given access to any data at the subcounty level. Access to the conservation practices information and the geospatial Common Land Unit (field boundaries of farms in the United States) is available to Conservation Cooperators such as other federal agencies like the U.S. Geological Survey and state conservation agencies through a signed agreement with NRCS and/or the Farm Services Agency (Hively et al. 2013).

**Property-tax incentives (MFL)**

Ownership and location information for MFL-enrolled properties open to recreation have been available for decades on commercially produced county plat maps and printed lists available at county register of deeds offices. In 2012, the WDNR announced the launch of an online mapping application that provides the general location of enrolled properties open to recreation along with landowner contact information. Although properties are only visible on the map as points, there are links to more detailed boundary and timber stand maps, which can be downloaded individually. Information can be located by zooming in to a particular location, but is not searchable by other associated information like owner name or forest type. Shapefiles of the approximate location for all enrolled properties are available for download from the WDNR website and more detailed ownership information is available to researchers upon request (L’Roe and Rissman 2017). The locations of open forest land have also been incorporated into commercially available applications for mobile phone, tablet, and GPS products.

**Reasons spatial data are (not) accessible and why it matters**

The current state of public access to spatial data on private-land conservation is driven by organizational capacity in some cases and privacy concerns in others (Table 3). The potential for the use of spatial data, and the implications of not having access to these data, depend on the broader context of actor interests as shown in the Figure 1 conceptual framework.

**Conservation easements (NCED)**

According to interviewees, NCED is incomplete because of (1) capacity constraints on digitizing and compiling data and (2) reluctance of conservation organizations to contribute information. Maps of conservation easements have traditionally varied in their accessibility to the public because they are held by thousands of organizations with different data-sharing policies; central records have been required by only a handful of state governments; and federal policies have not required centralized spatial records. NCED has been successful in compiling many conservation easement maps. It increased the funding and technical expertise for compiling conservation easement digital maps, with coordinator nonprofit organizations (currently Ducks Unlimited and The Trust for Public Land) contacting many conservation easement holders. Capacity remains a limitation, however. Many holders do not have digital records, and NCED has limited resources for digitizing conservation easements, even when holders are willing to share them. Furthermore, many holders have not been contacted directly or repeatedly. Many nonprofits and some government agencies have also declined to contribute records of their conservation easements to NCED. NCED staff reported that holder concerns with landowner privacy were a primary reason they gave for declining to participate. When asked about public access to information on conservation easements, one private landowner representative who works on conservation said, “it’s a minefield ... for most people, especially outside the northeast, privacy is the number one factor. Dissemination can be more damaging than helpful.” Other reasons that conservation organizations gave for declining to participate in NCED included fear that conservation easement data could be used as a target for developers (because those properties may be undervalued on the market), prior agreements with landowners not to share locations, and power dynamics or competition among conservation organizations.
NCED describes some of the benefits of the database as demonstrating the need for conservation, raising the profile of conservation organizations, improving planning and strategic acquisitions, preventing incompatible uses like the siting of federal power lines, and contributing to accountability including easement monitoring (NCED 2015b). The actual use of NCED information is difficult to track.

**Regulatory mitigation (ESA)**

There are no specific legal requirements regarding the availability or format of information on mitigation plans under the federal Endangered Species Act. The statute requires that applicants for incidental take permits under section 10 detail how they will “minimize and mitigate” the projects’ impacts on protected species (§10(a)(2)(A)(ii)) and it requires that such plans be made available for public comment (§10(a)(2)(B)). After permit issuance, the final permits and plans are also available to the public (although sometimes they are not readily accessible and can only be obtained via Freedom of Information Act [FOIA] requests). USFWS has also issued an agency guidance document (a policy document without the force of law) regarding habitat conservation planning in the form of the HCP Handbook. The Handbook emphasizes the case-by-case approach to HCPs and indicates that each field office can adopt its own approach with guidance from the regional office. There are eight regional offices and over one hundred field offices that process permits, each potentially organizing and collecting data in its own way. The mitigation plans are written by applicants (developers) in consultation with the USFWS increasing again the variability of data format and quality. Even where the actual conservation plans detailing mitigation plans are available, there is no statutory requirement regarding the format of the information or the level of detail required. Anecdotal evidence suggests that most mitigation projects involve conservation easements and deed restrictions.

The reason given by interviewees that the agency has not compiled the records in the absence of a legal mandate is a lack of capacity and priority in the agency to compile records on HCPs and the resulting conserved and impacted/take lands. USFWS has detailed records of its own real estate interests and has high capacity for land records management; however, the public land program is not integrated with the endangered species mitigation program. Data collection is further challenged because the property interests are held by numerous state agencies and nonprofit land trusts.

The ESA is enforceable by members of the public (who can show standing). Without access to mitigation data, however, one cannot determine whether the mitigation plans are being complied with. Members of the public interested in enforcing the terms of the HCP permit would be hampered in doing so if they cannot obtain
details or data on mitigation projects. Information about current conservation efforts can be useful for coordinated efforts at species and ecosystem protection. This is not to say that this information is never available, but rather it is inconsistent in its availability, format, and quality. Agency staff suggested that privacy concerns by applicants were not a driving factor in restricting information access, and that most of what is compiled already in the ECOS database is available to the public.

**Contract payments (CRP)**
Access to spatial data is restricted by the 2008 Farm Bill, Section 1619 (U.S. Congress 2008). Section 1619 prohibits the release of any geospatial data collected from beneficiaries of Farm Bill programs unless the data have been “transformed into a statistical aggregate” or in the case that the Department of Agriculture is responding to a “disease or pest threat to agricultural operations.” It states that USDA and partners “shall not disclose: (A) information provided by an agricultural producer or owner of agricultural land concerning the agricultural operation, farming or conservation practices, or the land itself, in order to participate in programs of the Department; or (B) geospatial information otherwise maintained by the Secretary about agricultural land or operations for which information described in subparagraph (A) is provided.” USDA may disclose protected information to a Conservation Cooperate when the Cooperate is “providing technical or financial assistance with respect to the agricultural operation, agricultural land, or farming or conservation practices.”

According to one news report, the Section 1619 amendment was advanced by livestock industry lobbyists when the Farm Bill went to conference (SEJ 2009). The provision was framed as a response to *Multi Ag Media LLC v. Dep’t of Agriculture* (515 F.3d 1224 [D. C. Cir. 2008]). In this case, Multi Ag Media LLC, a commercial vendor of agricultural data that markets to dairy farmers, made FOIA requests for records including geospatial records. USDA declined to provide geospatial data, invoking FOIA Exemption 6, which protects individual privacy interests in government records. USDA lost in court and provided 2007 GIS data at the farm field level. The court determined that the public interest in disclosing the information outweighed the privacy interests of agricultural producers. With the subsequent amendments to Section 1619, property-level of geospatial information has not been publicly available since 2007, except to Conservation Cooperators. Conservation easement boundaries are not included under the 1619 restriction, so USDA does share the locations of its conservation easements.

Lack of information impacts governments, nonprofits, and citizens. At the state level, conservation agency employees may be forced to work with information that is aggregated at the county level, when their planning occurs on a watershed scale. In 2011, a Nebraska Natural Resources District lost their appeal to obtain geospatial data from USDA (*Central Platte Nat. Resources Dist. v. U.S. Dept Agriculture*, 643 F.3d 1142 [8th Cir. 2011]). Citizen watershed groups are also hampered by the inability to track the progress of their efforts. The results of any edge-of-field monitoring conducted by NRCS on CRP lands—valuable information on the contribution of individual parcels to watershed-wide water quality degradation—are not available to nongovernmental watershed groups.

**Property-tax incentives (MFL)**
The Wisconsin MFL program has maintained general location information primarily to allow for long-term planning for timber production, enforcement of program requirements and tax benefits, and as a way to track the enrollment of the land as it changed ownership. The move to make spatial data available in a more accessible online format was driven by media and political pressure to allow citizens to make use of the recreation rights to enrolled properties. In September 2012, investigative reporting by a major newspaper demonstrated the difficulty of identifying and locating open MFL-enrolled forest land (Rutledge 2012). That article, which included video demonstrating the challenges of finding land information and access routes, was spurred by citizen concerns about enrolled forest land receiving tax reductions without actually providing access. At the direction of the state governor and support of lawmakers from both major political parties, the WDNR responded by quickly putting staff and resources toward making information available before the fall deer-hunting season of 2012. In late October of 2012 the WDNR announced the launch of an online “Private Forest Lands Open for Public Recreation” web mapping application to allow citizens to locate enrolled properties and owner contact information.

Evidence of the actual use of MFL tax program information is difficult to track, but the provision of spatial data has opened numerous possibilities. The most common users are recreational hunters, for whom land availability is a major challenge, to identify and locate private land open to public hunting access. The map has also been used by hikers, skiers, and bird-monitoring organizations. There is now an increasing push by loggers and foresters to map all properties, including those that are closed to public access, to allow contractors to identify properties with approaching deadlines for required timber harvesting and those also enrolled in forest certification programs. Academic researchers have used the MFL spatial information for peer-reviewed publications on hunting pressure context (Dubay et al. 2015, Olson et al. 2015) and to examine the contribution of tax program enrollments to forest connectivity with public lands (Locke and Rissman 2012).

**DISCUSSION**
Spatial data in the “information age” can enhance environmental protection and natural resource management by filling information gaps and reducing uncertainty (Esty 2004). Public funds, tax incentives, and environmental regulations all help conserve private lands. Spatial data can contribute to planning, evaluation, and public accountability for these programs. Yet spatial data can also create privacy concerns for landowners and challenge the capacity of underfunded conservation organizations. As information is increasingly easy to create and share, policy makers have had to grapple with what data to make available in what forms and to whom (Hartner et al. 2013). Spatial information use and availability varies with conservation programs’ social and ecological contexts, as depicted in Figure 1. The political and social dynamics of geospatial mapping are widely debated because maps have important roles in influencing ontology (what is), norms (what is expected), and social power (Pickles 2004).

Spatial data on private-land conservation are accessible or inaccessible for different reasons. Neither the contract payments (CRP) nor regulatory mitigation (ESA) programs make spatial
data on conserved lands available. CRP spatial data exist, but data sharing is restricted by the 2008 Farm Bill. USFWS data on habitat mitigation are limited by the agency’s lack of capacity for centralized record-keeping. In contrast, NCED is managed by a private, nonprofit partnership that has stepped in to try and fill an enormous gap in public information by compiling conservation easement data from thousands of nonprofit organizations, cities, counties, states, and federal agencies. Incomplete data on conservation easements reflects the decentralization of environmental governance to nonprofit organizations, cities, and counties, in addition to state and federal natural resources agencies. Unique among these cases, the Wisconsin natural resources agency has relatively robust spatial data on its state forestry tax program aggregated to the quarter-quarter (16.2 hectare) level and available in GIS format by request and mapped online for those lands open to public recreation.

These findings reflect a complex, inconsistent, and overall incomplete spatial data record on private-land conservation. These inaccessible records can be contrasted with the relatively complete records in the Protected Areas Database (PAD-US) for U.S. public lands. Globally, spatial information has been faster to develop for parks and public protected areas than for private-land conservation. For instance, the World Database on Protected Areas started information collection in 1981 and its primary focus has been on public lands, though the International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) is considering expanding maps of private protected areas.

The availability of spatial data varies with legal requirements and administrative tools. Governments have undertaken major efforts to increase public information access. For instance, the U.S. federal government has developed https://www.data.gov/ to increase public data transparency on a range of issues from student loan program data to health care provider costs. Geospatial data are increasingly accessible via online mapping tools and downloadable GIS data. Spatial land records with parcel boundaries linked to assessors’ data on housing are increasingly available, following the work of the Federal Geographic Data Committee, although data availability varies considerably by state and county (Von Meyer 2004). Conservation program records also contrast with the large amount of private property information available through property records at county recorder’s offices, some of which is readily accessible through real estate websites, and provided to commercial agriculture businesses.

Reliable and accessible geospatial information is helpful for making natural resource management decisions for conservation planning, monitoring, and evaluation (Biber 2011). Spatial data on enrollment in private-land conservation programs is an important data stream for the application of digital technology to conservation, or “digital conservation” (van der Wal and Arts 2015). Facilitation of fine-scale mapping is important because it can improve conservation targeting and understanding of small-scale environmental outcomes (Margules and Pressey 2000, Owen 2013, Wardropper et al. 2015). To track the status and trends in conserved private lands, it would be beneficial to link spatial data with remote sensing or scientific monitoring information. Using such information requires archiving and clear methods for data access (Doremus 2008). However, scientific monitoring records from private lands, such as USDA Forest Inventory and Analysis, are also often inaccessible at fine scales (Sabor et al. 2007).

Concerns about landowner privacy on private property are a driving factor behind restrictions on data availability, in addition to lack of capacity for mapping. For instance, in California, landowner concerns prompted the removal of a provision in a conservation easement indexing bill that would have required the reporting of locational data on easements (Morris and Rissman 2010). The feedback loop that connects information to landowners is one of the complicating factors for tracking private-land conservation. Landowners serve important roles as land stewards but sometimes also as developers or polluters whose current or future decisions may run counter to conservation goals. Meanwhile, conservationists are wary of igniting a politicized debate about private property rights. The property rights movement is critical of government and environmentalism (Jacobs 1995) and critiques of private-land conservation as government intrusion on private property rights have started to emerge (Gattuso 2008). Conservationists must consider social perceptions of new technology and information systems in order to appeal to rural landowners (Sandbrook 2015).

Potential policy changes
Changes in information availability would be needed to support strategic planning, evaluation, and accountability for private-land conservation (Rissman and Smail 2015). We make several recommendations that would improve public access to information on private-land conservation, while addressing concerns about privacy. First, we call for increased conservation organization capacity for mapping. Capacity, including funding and trained personnel, is particularly lacking in small land trusts, some local governments, and perpetually underfunded government agencies like the USFWS. Governments, foundations, and other conservation organizations could increase financial and technical assistance for compiling and digitizing records. NCED will require increased and ongoing funding to complete the conservation easement database. In the case of habitat mitigation, we recommend that USFWS maintain a GIS of all conserved and lost (taken) mitigation properties, including details regarding property interests and agreements by nonprofit organizations and local and state government agencies (Owley 2015). In this case, capacity is the main barrier and the public interest is high in ensuring endangered species protection after take is allowed.

Although federal spending is expected to be more transparent and integrated under the Digital Accountability and Transparency Act of 2014, additional reforms would be needed to link spending to geospatial conservation outcomes and the current law does not place spatial data requirements on recipients of federal aid. Conservationists, stakeholders, and researchers need information systems that can track the complex multiagency responsibilities shared among government, nonprofit, and sometimes for-profit entities in conservation deal making (Fairfax et al. 2005), involving both fee-simple acquisition and diverse conservation agreements on private lands.

Safeguards could reduce the privacy concerns of private landowners. Social acceptability of information systems is an important value and conservation information systems may be better received if they are sensitive to landowner privacy concerns.
For instance, lands closed to public recreation can be clearly marked. In some cases, certain sensitive lands may be available in GIS form without permission to publish, or as centroids rather than polygons, but may not be available online. Although this limits transparency and analysis and creates an “epistemic asymmetry” between conservation organizations and the public (Oksanen and Kumpula 2013), it may be appropriate for a small proportion of properties with sensitive conservation or cultural values. As geospatial technologies advance, there is some uncertainty about how data may become used in the future. Future research should examine the effects of geospatial data availability including the emergence of risks to landowners and impacts on conservation values.

Second, we suggest that geospatial data would be more beneficial for planning and evaluation if it were better integrated in information networks to increase learning (Olsson et al. 2004). Information is useful for organizations and citizens when it increases learning, including social learning through informal networks and formal learning forums (Moynihan and Landuyt 2009). Simple disclosure may not necessarily increase accountability because large datasets can be difficult to comprehend and require technical skills. Instead, we suggest the need to make data available in forms that are both aggregated to relevant planning scales like states or watersheds, and property-scale for use in GIS analysis and modeling with other social and environmental data (Morris and Rissman 2010). Matching the scales of conservation action and information use would help bridge landscape-scale conservation planning with property-scale agreements.

Third, there are potential approaches for reducing legal and administrative barriers to information access. Transparency and accountability are stated needs throughout U.S. government. Because the Farm Bill is one of the single largest funders of conservation on private lands, future Farm Bill provisions or agency regulations that enable geospatial data sharing on lands enrolled in Farm Bill programs would have a major impact on planning, evaluation, and accountability. Debates over the provisions of future Farm Bills should tackle the pressing question of how to balance the benefits of data access for multiple stakeholders with farm privacy concerns. Issues for discussion include who should have data access, to what databases, for what purposes, with what restrictions on data republishing, and at what spatial scale. Farm Bill programs use large sums of public money, so there is a corresponding need to account for expenditures to the public. Spatially explicit data can make the biggest contribution to agricultural, natural resources, and environmental quality planning, for instance the ability to examine conservation practices in small watersheds. Full access to CRP spatial data would provide the greatest potential for planning, coordination, and evaluation. Given the concern over uses of CRP data in *Multi Ag Media LLC v. Dep’t of Agriculture*, perhaps data use for marketing to farmers could be restricted. An option for more limited data availability would allow researchers to obtain authorization to access (but not distribute) farm-specific data for research purposes, as is possible for other government data.

Private-land conservation data access could also be better connected to the ongoing discussion of transparency, privacy, and security of agricultural data. For instance, the Global Open Data for Agriculture and Nutrition (GODAN), created at the 2012 G-8 Summit, has the purpose “to support global efforts to make agricultural and nutritionally relevant data available, accessible, and usable for unrestricted use worldwide” (GODAN 2017). In contrast to the growing restrictions on public access to farm data, considerable information is being made available to companies that provide agriculture technology. To ensure that contract terms are transparent to farmers, the Farm Bureau developed an Ag Data Transparent Seal with core principles established in 2016 that provide for company data access with assurances for farmer education, consent, and notification of contract terms (American Farm Bureau Federation 2017). One principle states “we believe farmers own information generated on their farming operations. However, it is the responsibility of the farmer to agree upon data use and sharing with the other stakeholders with an economic interest.” The broader economic context for data access shapes transparency in both agriculture and private land conservation.

For conservation entities, incentives or requirements to contribute data on their holdings to databases such as NCED could potentially be advanced through the land trust standards and practices, land trust accreditation, state and federal funding requirements for purchases, and state or federal government requirements for tax deductible conservation easements. National databases of property tax incentive program enrollments could help expand comparative learning about state programs.

In conclusion, private-land conservation is implemented and monitored within broader social and ecological contexts. Through cases of government and nongovernmental conservation, we have demonstrated how the right to information and the right to privacy come into tension in mapping private lands. Information availability is in flux, under pressure both from private landowners concerned about privacy and from funders and beneficiaries concerned about effectiveness and accountability. Geospatial data would be improved by increasing capacity for data compilation and maintenance, developing information networks that enhance learning, and reducing legal and administrative barriers that hamper access to information.

Responses to this article can be read online at: http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/issues/responses.php/9330
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